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OFFENSIVE STARTERS—These 11 TJM gridders will face Utah State tomorrow Left to right, (bottom row) are Jim Enos, end; Tnufuli Uperesa, tackle; Lon How-
afternoon at Dornblaser Stadium. Left to right (top row) are Ron Baines, slot- ard, guard; Dave Urie, center; Bill Waters, gnard; Bill Gutman, tackle, and Jim
back; Mike Buzzard, tailback; Ray Brum, quarterback, and Doug Bain, fullback. Kelly, end. (Staff photo by Bill Anderson)
By FRANK GRECO 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
“The establishment doesn’t want 
anyone, black or white, to stand 
up against it,” Adam Clayton Pow- 
all, Harlem Congressman, told a 
standing room audience last night 
in the Auditorium of the Univer­
sity Theater.
Mr. Powell, who delivered a 
three-pronged speech of anti-war, 
anti-mediocracy and anti-Estab- 
lishment, told the audience that 
the way to beat the Establishment
Homecoming Festivities 
Begin Tonight At SOS
An SOS at 7:30 p.m. on Main 
Hall steps will kick off homecom­
ing and all the marching bands, 
football and dances that go with 
it.
At the SOS, one of six home­
coming queen candidates, for 
whom UM males voted yesterday, 
will be announced to reign over 
tiie activities of the weekend. The 
candidates are Cathy Lee Hug- 
hart, Troy, Kappa Alpha Theta; 
Karol Dea Kramer, Missoula, Al­
pha Tau Omega; Tru Del Notting­
ham, Fort Benton, Delta Gamma; 
Linda Lee Overcast, Missoula, Sig­
ma Phi Epsilon; Sally Elaine 
Smith, Anaconda, Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon; and Patricia Lynn Zieske, 
Sidney, Knowles Hall.
The new queen will be crowned 
by Mrs. Sheila MacDonald, 1967 
Homecoming Queen.
Athlete of the Year and Dis­
tinguished Service awards will be 
given to oustanding alumni, and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon will “Light the 
M” at 8 p.m.
Saturday morning at 8, units for 
the Homecoming parade will as­
semble for judging near the North­
ern Pacific depot at the corner of 
Owen St. and West Railroad St.
The parade begins at 9:30 a.m. 
It will follow a course from the 
depot along Higgins Avenue south 
to University Avenue, then east 
on University to Arthur Avenue.
Alumni will meet in the Yellow­
stone Room of the Lodge for a 
luncheon at 11 a.m. Saturday.
Harper’s Bizarre will present 
two concerts Saturday at 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. in the University 
Theater.
ASUM Program Council will 
sponsor a homecoming dance fea­
turing the Grass Roots from 10 
p.m. to midnight in the Yellow­
stone Room of the Lodge.
The Silver Reunion Class of 
1943 will hold a welcoming hour 
in the Governor’s Room of the 
Florence Motor Inn at 5 p.m. Lt. 
Gov. Ted James and Mrs. Dorothy 
Rochon Powers, newspaper col­
umnist for the Spokesman-Review 
of Spokane, Wash, will be featured 
speakers at the reunion dinner at 6 
p.m. in the Elks Club.
QUEEN CANDIDATES—One of these pretty UM 
beauties will be chosen Homecoming Queen tonight 
during an SOS slated for 7:30 pjn. From left to
right are Sally Smith, Cathy Hughart, Karol Kra­
mer, Tru Del Nottingham, Linda Overcast and Pat 
Zieske. (Staff Photo by Bill Anderson)
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Powell Urges Students 
To Beat Establishment
is through unity and the vote of 
the young.
“We need men who will fight to 
break through the crust of medi- 
ocracy,” Mr. Powell said. He added 
that the presidential election pro­
vides no choice at this point, but 
the young still can put their ef­
forts behind local politicians.
“There is no future in this cam­
paign,” he said, “whether you vote 
Republican or Democrat.”
Mr. Powell cried for an end to 
the Vietnam war.
“How dare we think we can be 
the cops of the world and shove 
down their throats the democracy 
we’re not practicing at home,” he 
said.
“I’m against the Communists, he 
said, but must we go to each coun­
try in the world to stop them.”
The Congressman said that all 
the leaders and advocators of 
aid to the underprivileged in 
America had either been “assassi­
nated, exciled or imprisoned.”
At this point, Mr. Powell said 
he knew “some of the things be­
hind the Kennedy assassination.”
“The truth may not be known in 
your life time,” he said, “but I 
know.”
He said the Warren Commission 
had deleted evidence given by Mrs. 
Jackie Kennedy, that 16 pages of 
the Dallas County Sheriff’s report 
were deleted and that the doctor 
who performed the autopsy on the 
late president burnt all his notes.
Hubert Humphrey could become 
the leader the country needs,\ he 
said, if “he would only turn the 
comer.”
Mr. Powell explained that he 
once knew Mr. Humphrey as “a
pioneer, a fighting liberal, but he 
has been submerged and LBJ has 
made him a rubber stamp.”
He said that Sen. Eugene Mc­
Carthy, would come to Humphrey’s 
side if the vice-president would 
take a firm stand on prominent 
issues.
Mr. Powell also defined “Black
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL
Power,” a term he is given credit 
for coining.
“It is not anti-white, it is not 
violent,” he said. He added that 
he advocated violence in retalia­
tion only.
Retaliation, he said, was evident 
at Columbia University, New York, 
and in Chicago.
Montana’s 4 Political Parties Set Battle Lines
By TONI BAN 
Montana Kaimin Staff Writer 
This election year, the four Mon­
tana party platforms—the New Re­
form Party, the Democratic Party, 
the Republican Party and the 
American Independent Party — 
have adopted positions that oppose 
one another on some issues and 
complement one another on oth­
ers.
The Montana Republican Party 
platform urges enactment of a re­
tail sale and use tax, a measure 
opposed by the Democratic and* 
New Reform parties.
Only two of the four state party 
platforms endorse lowering the 
voting age. The New Reform Party 
supports legislation lowering the 
voting age to 18, while the Demo­
cratic Party supports a voting age 
of 19.
All four parties endorse the con­
tinuation of the six-mill levy that 
provides funds for operation of 
the University system.
The New Reform Party held its 
first convention in Missoula on 
Sept. 4, 1968, and nominated 
Wayne Montgomery as its candi­
date for governor. Eugene Mc­
Carthy was nominated for presi­
dent and Paul O’Dwyer for vice 
president, but after a short time, 
both withdrew their names.
They adopted their platform as a 
response to deep divisions in the 
state and country as a result of 
the Vietnam war.
The New Reform Party endorses 
legislation for a state presidential 
primary and encourages the estab­
lishment of a federal presidential 
primary to replace the convention 
system.
They urge the creation of a 
Montana Symphony Orchestra and 
support of the Montana Reper­
tory.
The platform of the Democratic 
party includes support for the de­
velopment of Glasgow Air Force 
Base. The party is opposed to the 
right-to-work law but favors a 
minimum wage law that conforms 
with the federal statutes.
The Republican party platform 
endorses two Montana constitu­
tional amendments. The first 
would place six amendments rath­
er than the present three on the
ballot in an election year. The sec­
ond proposed amendment would 
provide that the governor and lieu­
tenant governor be elected from 
the same political party.
The American I n d e p e n d e n t  
party of George Wallace, that will 
go on the Montana ballot as the 
American Party, was established 
in Lewis town in August. The 
party, which is not running can­
didates for state offices, pledges a 
return to limited constitutional 
government, with emphasis on 
states’ rights.
The Approved ROTC Guide 
To Dirty Words
Students are niggers. When you get that straight our schools 
begin to make sense.
And times have gotten tougher on the old UM plantation. 
It even appears possible that the forces of darkness may succeed 
in crippling the operation of the entire Montana University 
System.
Which brings us to some fundamental points concerning 
higher education. Lesson number one: Never, never trust any 
representative of the military with anything more esthetic, 
more desirable, more beautiful than a bag of pus. Even war 
is too important to be left to generals, and education is too 
essential to allow the interference of anyone who willingly 
wears green baggy pants and a bus driver’s hat, such as some 
of the people attempting to defeat renewal of the six-mill levy.
Having to wear those silly suits is enough to make anyone 
crabby, but it seems a bit much for the wooly military types 
to take off on a search and destroy mission over a few allegedly 
dirty words.
It is too bad the military could not see fit to act construc­
tively, like that well known group of literary critics, The Mon­
tanans for Constitutional Action. This group liked “The Student 
as Nigger” so much it made 114,000 copies and passed them all 
around the state,,thus striking a blow for adult education.
Instead of acting constructively, ROTC seems bent on getting 
Denault Blouin, the instructor who introduced the course to 
freshmen, fired.
After all, Mr. Blouin in the past has spoken disparagingly of 
the draft, and there is no assurance he won’t do it again. That 
sort of thing can be bad for ROTC enrollment, and there is no 
excuse for it. It reflects bad manners on Mr. Blouin’s part to 
speak ill of the military on ROTC’s campus. Shame on him.
Even ROTC in its omnipotence seems unable to effect Mr. 
Blouin’s removal, so it has decided, in collusion with some of 
the eight-ball element off campus, to wreck the entire univer­
sity system through the defeat of the six-mill levy.
The eight-balls mentioned want to stop the University be­
cause they, as taxpayers, have no voice in what is taught, thus 
opening the way for evil works to creep in.
Let us hope these people don’t discover psychiatrists believe 
in Freud, or the state mental hospital will close next.
Whatever students and the University may lose as a result 
of the ROTC stupidity, it has at least gained for all time an 
abridged ROTC glossary of dirty words. This was provided 
through the efforts of one of ROTC’s own obscenologists, who 
carefully and definitively underlined every objectionable ex­
pression in “The Student as Nigger” so that state regents might 
recognize them.
“Nigger,” is not a dirty word in the military, so it was not 
underlined. As they say in ROTC, the service needs all the 
blacks it can get. On the other hand, “student-faculty love- 
making” was dirty. Make war, not love.
“Provo” proved obscene, “sexual threat” was bad, as was 
“sexual neurosis,” and “goddam school.” Also, the military says 
it’s bad to say your “bowels boil,” and the name “Feiffer” was 
judged unfit for young coeds.
Nevertheless, “fellation” was judged wholesome by the mili­
tary authority. Now we know, ROTC. Dan Vichorek
SAVE AT SUPERAMERICA
•  S.A. Permanent Anti-Freeze $1.17 gal.
•  Prestone Permanent Anti-Freeze $1.57 gal.
•  Throw Pillows $ .97
•  Foam Bed Pillows $ .97
•  G.E. Lighted Alarm Clock $2.97
DOUBLE STAMPS TO STUDENTS 
OPEN 24 HOURS
111 Orange Street
Integrated Com edy G ets NodCol. A ngw in  
L eaving UM
Lt. Col. Keith Angwin, 48, pro­
fessor of military science and com­
mander of UM ROTC, said Tues­
day he will retire at the end of 
October.
The ROTC commander said his 
voluntary retirement had been 
scheduled for August 31, but “due 
to certain happenings at the time” 
he was asked to remain. When 
asked what he meant by “certain 
happenings,” Lt. Col. Angwin said 
it was “immaterial.”
Since Lt. Col. Angwin came to 
the University in January, 1965, 
the UM ROTC program has grown 
to the largest voluntary ROTC pro­
gram west of the Mississippi River.
Col. Angwin, who holds a BA 
from the University of Wyoming 
and the equivalent of a doctorate 
from military schools, said he will 
remain in Missoula after his re­
tirement, but termed what he will 
be doing as “highly classified.”
Lt. Col. Angwin will be replaced 
by Col. Walter A. Pashley, Jr., a 
1943 graduate with a B.S. from the 
Citadel, South Carolina. Col. Pash­
ley worked with Chief of Intelli­
gence through the office of the 
Secretary of Defense, 1964-66, and 
was recently Chief of G-3 (opera­
tions) with the 8th Army in Korea.
W all Street 
Faces B ust
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) — Geri 
Stotts, who measures 47-29-38, pre­
dicts her invasion of New York’s 
financial district Friday will be a 
staring success.
The 36-year-old Mrs. Stotts said 
this week she’ll be attired, for her 
Wall Street debut, in a fuschia 
sweater and mini-skirt, adding: “I 
wouldn’t be surprised if we drew 
50,000 people.”
She leaves by plane today for 
New York.
Mrs. Stotts, an office manager 
who is 5 feet, 10 inches tall, is con­
vinced she’ll outdraw Francine 
Gottfried, a Brooklyn girl (43-25- 
37), whose Wall Street walk re­
cently drew 15,000 girl-watchers.
Mrs. Stotts said her husband, a 
welding foreman, is all for her in­
vasion—“as long as it remains a 
fun thing.”
SDS TAPS CAPP 
LEXINGTON (CPS) The Stu­
dents for a Democratic Society 
at the University of Kentucky 
have made cartoonist A1 Capp an 
honorary member. Capp’s com­
ment: “It’s like finding out Adolph 
Eichmann is your uncle.”
Movie Review 
By TERRY ROSS
The slapstick comedy Salt and 
Pepper stars the Kelly Robinson, 
Alexander Scott type team of 
Sammy Davis Jr. and Peter Law- 
ford, who resolve to “stick togeth­
er—like glue” in order to save 
their integrated skins.
Sammy Davis portrays (oddly) 
Salt, an unexplainably rich, some­
what hip American from the slums, 
who owns a partnership in the Salt 
and Pepper Club, located in Soho 
Square, England, with Lawford. 
He is constantly receiving com­
ments from Pepper’s elite friends 
(“there’s a young lad who just 
enrolled in Williamsport Military 
Training College from Nigeria . . . 
looks a bit like you”) assumes a 
“women always like you best” ex­
pression whenever Pepper hustles 
the girls in the club.
Often his role as a hip gets a bit 
trite and comments to longhairs 
such as “Excuse me, madam” need 
to be overlooked as merely poor 
script, not detracting from Davis’ 
acting ability.
The plot consists entirely of Salt 
and Pepper dodging a group of 
baddies who are out to overthrow 
the British government.
One sequence, resembling the
Why Do You 
Have a Poor 
Memory?
A noted publisher in Chicago 
reports there is a simple tech­
nique for acquiring a powerful 
memory which can pay you real 
dividends in both business and 
social advancement and works 
like magic to give you added 
poise, necessary self-confidence 
and greater poularity.
According to this publisher, 
many people do not realize how 
much they could influence oth-j 
ers simply by remembering ac­
curately everything they see, 
hear, or read. Whether in busi­
ness, at social functions or even 
in casual conversations with 
new acquaintances, there are 
ways in which you can domi­
nate each situation by your 
ability to remember.
To acquaint the readers of 
this paper with the easy-to-fol- 
low rules for developing skill 
in remembering anything you 
choose to remember, the pub­
lishers have printed full details 
of their self-training method in 
a new booklet, “Adventures in 
Memory,” which will be mailed 
to anyone who requests it. No 
obligation. Send your name, ad-1 
dress, and zip code to: Memory 
Studies, 835 Diversey Pkwy., 
Dept. 170-819, Chicago, 111. 
60614. A postcard will do.
1968 British version of the Key* 
stone cops, is very funny and Mi­
chael Bates as Inspector Crablx 
deserves recognition as the mos 
gullible, most often shot down co] 
in the show.
Too many ’funny” killings ii 
Salt and Pepper become monoto­
nous but, murders aside, one wil 
undoubtedly enjoy this spy spoo 
now playing at the Wilma. Then 
are some tense moments but nom 
need panic for its is commonly 
known that good guys never lose
Giant
Poster
Erom any photo
*Send any black 8k white or color 
photo (no negatives) and the name 
“Swingline”cut out from any Swingline 
package (or reasonable facsimile) to: 
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165, 
Woodside, N.Y 11377. Enclose $L95 
cash, check, or money order (no 
CO.D.’s). Add sales tax where appli­
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post­
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate­
rial returned undamaged. Satisfaction 
guaranteed.
Get a
Swingline 
Tot Stapler
(in c lu d in g  1000 ita p U a )  Larger sire CUB Desk
S ta p le r  o n ly  $ 1.69
U n c o n d itio n a lly  gua ra n tee d .
A t any  ctatiooai^, variety, o r book ttora.
INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101
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G regory Sees B lack M ajority Guerrillas Threaten Israelis
Editor’s Note: Black comedian 
Dick Gregory is not laughing any­
more. Deeply involved in the civil 
rights movement, he has much to 
say to young America. His column 
will run weekly in the Montana 
Kaimin.
By DICK GREGORY
Among the currem crop of film 
offerings is a most interesting 
movie entitled “Wild in the 
Streets.” It is based on the quite 
valid statistical observation that 
52 percent of the nation’s popula­
tion is 25 years-of-age or younger. 
In another decade, 80 percent of 
the population will fall within that 
age group. Black people in Ameri­
ca have learned from personal ex­
perience that this nation does not 
take the opinions of its minorities 
seriously. Nor will Ihe problem­
solving, decision-making capacities 
be given to the “over-thirty mi­
nority” in years to come.
I spend more than 90 percent 
of my time on college campuses 
because I have always believed 
the moral revolution which is 
sweeping our country today is not 
a matter of black against white. 
It is simply right against wrong. 
The peace movement has brought 
this truth out into the open, espe­
cially on the college campuses, and 
has greatly benefited the civil 
rights movement by expanding 
moral outrage and protest activity 
to cover all wrong.
A simple illustration will serve 
to focus the current youth attitude. 
It is possible for me to check into 
a hotel some night and burn to 
death in my sleep if the hotel 
catches fire. But I would never 
check into a hotel which is already 
on fire with the intention of going 
to sleep! The young people of 
America, both black and white, 
know that this country is on fire 
and they have no intention of 
sleeping through the moral revolu­
tion. And those youth represent the 
greatest moral potential in the his­
tory of this country, perhaps even 
the history of the world.
To understand the ferment on 
the college campus today, you must 
have some perspective of recent 
history. When the civil rights 
movement first began, there were 
many honest and sincere white 
kids who wanted a piece of that 
action but their parents prohibited 
their involvement. It is like the 
mother who tells her son that he 
can’t play football because he 
might get hurt. So the kid becomes 
an all-American basketball play­
er. He had to get involved in 
some sports activity and basketball 
was all mother would allow. In 
like manner, the white youth who 
are seizing college administrations 
and protesting the war in Viet­
nam today really wanted to be in­
volved in the early days of the 
civil rights movement. And parents 
who forbade that involvement fed 
and nurtured the resentment their 
kids are expressing now.
White youth all over America 
today are resisting the oppressor 
and identifying with the oppressed. 
It is the reverse of what we black 
folks used to do. We went from 
the bottom of our feet to the top 
of our heads trying to be white. 
When black folks came to this 
country as slaves, we didn’t wear 
shoes or good clothing. But we put 
on the white man’s shoes, his socks, 
his underwear, his shirt and his 
tie. We even tried to change our 
physical appearance in our effort 
to be white. We grew moustaches 
to cover up our thick lips. Since 
nappy hair is not a white char­
acteristic, we got processes to 
straighten out that problem. But 
every effort we made to impress 
the white man had no affect on his 
determination to oppress us.
As a result, there has been a 
change in attitude. Negroes have 
developed a new pride in being 
black. Black folks consider it a 
badge of honor to be themselves, 
to be natural, and have rejected 
the unnatural obsession with try­
ing to be white.
And the new mood of black 
identity is being shared by white 
youth all over America. Young 
white kids are acting colored— 
talking loud, playing their music 
loud, saying, “what’s happenin’, 
baby,” and even cussing like black 
folks. There used to be a white 
way of cussing and a black way 
of cussing. But today, when it 
comes to cussing, America is the 
“mother” country for both white 
and black youth. Blackness is not 
a color, it is an attitude. No mat­
ter what statistics the census bu­
reau may publish, the youth of 
America are demonstrating a black 
majority.
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AMMAN, Jordan (AP) — Guer­
rilla fighters speak confidently of 
turning Israel into another Viet­
nam if it takes 20 years.
They claim to represent the ob­
jective of a restored Palestine in 
the area that is now Israel, and 
some of them at least seem im­
pelled by a fanaticism spawned in 
the loss of a homeland. They re­
ject in advance any Middle East 
settlement that provides for the 
continued existence of the Jewish- 
led state.
The best available information 
indicates that the guerrillas are 
currently about 3,000 strong, with 
no shortage of recruits or money 
to buy weapons.
Jordan officials describe them 
as a problem for the Arab govern­
ments. Leaders of A1 Fatah, most 
effective of several guerrilla or­
ganizations, argue that the Arab 
people would overthrow any Arab 
government within 24 hours if it 
began peace talks with Israel.
“Let King Hussein raise a finger 
to begin negotiations and we will 
cut it off,” threatened one A1 Fa­
tah member. “The king would like 
to talk peace with the Jews but he 
knows he cannot.”
If it came to a showdown, Jor­
dan’s army, by striking hard and 
fast might be strong enough to ov­
ercome guerrilla resistance. But 
every week the guerrillas seem to 
become stronger, in numbers, ef­
ficiency and firepower.
The guerrillas harbor no hopes 
of a quick victory over the Is­
raelis and an A1 Fatah spokesmen 
reported boys of 9 and 10 are being 
trained to carry on in the years 
ahead.
“We are still in the first stage 
of a long campaign,” he said. “This 
is the stage of hit and run. We 
know we are not strong enough 
to tackle the Israeli army in the 
occupied territories. We can only 
make life uncomfortable for 
them.”
Vietnam is a far cry from the
Blumberg to Talk
Nathan B. Blumberg, Profes­
sor of Journalism, will speak on 
“The Confrontation in Chicago” in 
a speech sponsored by the Uni- 
t ar i a n Universalist Fellowship 
scheduled for 10:30 Sunday morn­
ing at 102 McLeod Ave.
Interested students and faculty 
members are invited to hear him 
and participate in the discussion 
afterward. Mr. Blumberg’s presen­
tation will be based on his first­
hand observations in Chicago dur­
ing the Democratic National Con­
vention.
rocky, sun-bleached hills of Jor­
dan, but the spokesman says:
“If the Viet Cong can defy the 
mightiest army on earth, how much 
more can we do against an Israeli 
army of 200,000 men?
“The Viet Cong began just as we 
are. It took them 20 years to beat 
the French and fight the Ameri­
cans to a standstill. We are pre­
pared to fight just as long.”
A1 Fatah contends that Pales­
tine was stolen from Arab own­
ers and that the Jewish state has 
no right to exist. The movement’s
political spokesman said A1 Fatah’s 
sole intent is to “liberate” Palestine 
with all other political questions 
in abeyance until that is achieved.
Jews who lived in Palestine be­
fore 1948, when Israel was bom, 
would be permitted to remain. 
Those who arrived since then 
would be expelled, he said.
A1 Fatah is believed to have am­
ple funds, mainly from private 
Kuwaiti and Saudi  Ar a b i a n  
sources. Some of the other organi­
zations receive money from Arab 
governments.
LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
presents a One-Day
EXHIBITION and SALE
g r a p h ic s
LITHOGRAPHS, ETCHINGS AND WOODCUTS 
More than 400 items from $8 to $3000
FINE ARTS BUILDING
Monday, October 7, 1968 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PICASSO
RENOIR
GOYA
CHAGALL
DUFY
DAUMIER
GAUGUIN
CASSAT
ROUAULT
TOULOUSE-
LAUTREC
and many others
Illuminated
Manuscripts & Maps
Publishers of
Contemporary
Printmakers
GUYS! BUY YOUR GIRL A
HOMECOMING MUM
On Sale Downtown during the Parade 
and at New Dornblaser before the game.
s i .o o
MOM "WOULD 
LIKE ONE, TOO! U of M ECONOMICS CLUB
B L O W  Y O U R S E LF U P  
HTO POSTER SIZEr
Get your own Photo poster. Send any Black and White or 
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo. 
PERFECT P O P  ART a  $25.00 Valeo for
2x3 Ft-$350tube. Original returned undamegec.Add 50C for postage and handling for EACH Item ordered. Add local Seles Tax. No CO.D. Send check
cpsn or M.o. To: 3x4 Ff.-$7.50
PHOTO MAGIC Frame for 2x3 Ft. Poster only $3JO |  
210 E. 23rd Sr., Dept. 438 New York, N.Y. 10010 
______________ Dealer inquiries Invited
Be the first man on campus 
to w ear the only 
Koratron'-approved 
year-round permanent press suit.
Imagine a great-looking vested suit that machine 
washes and machine dries and always looks freshly 
pressed. This Is It. The first true permanent press suit.
• At last! A special blend of 50% Dacron* polyester to 
shed wrinkles plus 25% wool worsted and 25% Avril* 
rayon to feel good and rich. Tailored by University 
Seal In a natural shoulder 3-button model In the latest 
fashion colors. 'Only W
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STAR TAILBACK—Altie Taylor, a 5-11, 198-pound senior from 
Pittsburg, Calif., will start for Utah State Saturday against the 
University of Montana Grizzlies. Billed as an All-America candidate, 
Taylor leads the Aggies in rushing. Last year he led the team in 
rushing with 717 yards. Taylor is also a kick return specialist, and 
in 1966, he returned a 105-yarder against West Texas State.
Big Sky Conference Statistics
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Weber State, the nation’s sixth- 
ranked small college football team, 
opens its home season against 
Boise College.
The University of Idaho enter­
tains the University of the Pacific 
while Idaho State takes a breather.
Montana will try to break a nine- 
year jinx against powerful Utah 
State.
The Montana State Bobcats will 
face nonconference foe West Texas 
State Saturday.
Big Sky standings and statistics 
are as follows:
CONFERENCE GAMES
UM, USU Clash Saturday
School
UM _ _
Weber . 
Idaho _
TOTAL OFFENSE
Name Rush Pass Total
Olson ( I ) _________ 33 765 798
Erickson (MSU) ___  79 556 638
Kerychuk (ISU) __  —34 649 615
Waite (W) ________ 28 318 446
Young (I) ________  323 323
RUSHING
Name TC
Schafer (MSU) _____84
Young (I) _______ 53
Gipson (W) _______51
Gabriel (M) .
Name 
Ed Bell (I)
Net
376
330
195
Ave.
4.4
6.2
—  ....
McBurrows (M) . 
Clark (ISU) . 
Hendren (I)
TD Tot. 
5 30
Schafer (MSU) _
Baines (M) ____
Cook (ISU) ___
Olson (I) __
Kerychuk (ISU) 76 
Erickson (MSU) _ 93
PASSING
Att. Comp. Yds. TDs
765
649
566
PUNTING
Name No. Yds. Ave.
Davis (I) ---------------  22 890 40.5
Brown (MSU) ______  20 799 39.9
C. Harris (ISU) _____ 9 329 36.5
Howard (M) _______  18 650 38.1
Name
Hendren (I)
Ed BeU (ISU)__
Bain (MSU) .
Miller Calls Golf Meeting
C. Harris (ISU) . 
Wickbolt (I) __
A meeting Jot men interested in 
trying out for varsity golf will be 
held at the pro shop of the Uni­
versity course at 5 p.m. Monday.
THE SPARKLE
Hough Dry 1st 10 lbs.—$1.25 
Self-Service Dry Cleaning—$1.50 A Load
— FINISH LAUNDRY —
NEW WESTINGHOUSE WASHERS 
Selective Water Temperature Control 
DRIERS 10l a load at
THE SPARKLE
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS 
814 S. Higgins
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Homecoming, traditionally, is 
that time in early autumn when 
State U plays Patsy U in a football 
game before the alumni. After 
State wins handily, the alums re­
turn home for a year, satisfied.
A quick glance at the college 
football schedules will show that 
most college do, indeed, play have- 
nots on Homecoming. Why not— 
losing the game would detract from 
the festivities.
The University of Montana, how­
ever, is one school that does not 
play an also-ran on Homecoming. 
Instead the Grizzlies will play Utah 
State University, probably the 
toughest team on the UM schedule, 
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Domblaser 
Field. The Aggies have the best
ST. LOUIS (AP)—Mickey Lolich 
gave it to St. Louis left and right 
Thursday. The left-handed pitcher 
yielded only six hits and homered 
while batting right-handed to lead 
Detroit to an 8-1 victory over the 
Cardinals in the second World Se­
ries game Thursday.
Lolich’s home run—the first of 
his major league career—was one 
of three solo shots off Nelson 
Briles, the St. Louis starter. Willie 
Horton and Norm Cash hit the 
others.
The victory enabled the Tigers 
to even the Series 1-1. The third 
game will be played in Detroit 
Saturday with right-handers Earl 
Wilson of the Tigers and Ray 
Washburn of St. Louis opposing 
each other.
Lolich, who struck out nine in 
his first Series appearance, was 
touched for St. Louis’ only run in 
the sixth when Lou Brock walked, 
stole second, moved to third on 
Curt Flood’s infield hit and scored 
on Orlando Cepeda’s looping sin­
gle to center.
Cash’s homer triggered a three- 
run sixth for Detroit. Dick Me-
TREAT HER
Evenings
at
Hansen’s 
Ice Cream
519 S. Higgins
record (58-19-1) of any independ­
ent team since 1960 and have pro­
vided the pros with such players 
as Merlin Olson of the Los Angeles 
Rams, Bill Munson of the Detroit 
Lions, Cornell Green of the Dallas 
Cowboys, Roy Shivers and Mac- 
Arthur Lane of the St. Louis Car­
dinals and Lionel Aldridge of the 
Green Bay Packers.
Not only do the Aggies have im­
pressive season records but they 
hold a decisive edge over Montana 
in the series between the two 
schools. State has won 25 of the 
games, including a 62-6 win in 
1963, while the Grizzlies have won 
eight games.
The two squads last met in 1967, 
a year when Utah State and Mon-
Auliffe’s bases-filled, two-run sin­
gle climaxed the rally.
Detroit added a sixth run in the 
seventh inning on two singles, a 
walk and Jim Northrup’s double 
play grounder.
The Tigers scored their final two 
runs in the ninth when reliever 
Joe Hoeraer walked both Don Wert 
and Lolich with the bases loaded.
tana had much in common. Both 
had new coaches; UM had Jack 
Swarthout, who was hired from a 
Washington high school, and USU 
had Chuck Mills, hired off the staff 
of the Kansas City Chiefs. In re­
building years, both clubs won 
seven games. The Aggies played 
their last game on Romney Sta­
dium against Montana and won 
20-14.
Thus far in 1968 both squads 
have 2-1 records. State dumped 
New Mexico State 28-12, lost to 
Wyoming 48-3 and blanked Wich­
ita State 38-0. Montana holds a 
37-10 win over North Dakota, a 
58-0 win over Portland State and 
a 21-0 loss to South Dakota.
The Aggie offense hinges upon 
quarterback John Pappas, a senior 
from Pittsburg, Calif. Pappas has 
completed 30 of 63-passes, good for 
498 yards and four touchdowns. His 
favorite target is Mike O’Shea, a 
senior flanker from Kansas City, 
the greatest pass receiver in Utah 
State history. Swarthout has called 
O’Shea the best end in the country.
The Aggies also have a powerful 
running attack, led by All-Amer­
ica candidate Altie Taylor, a senior 
tailback, who has gained 4.2 yards 
per carry.
The Utah team is healthy, ac­
cording to all reports, but the Griz­
zlies will not be at full strength. 
Backfield starters Roy Robinson 
and Rick Strauss are not expected 
to play in Saturday's clash.
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At Popular Request
Offering
Course In
PH O TO G RAPH Y
By
LEE NYE
L olich P itches, Bats T igers 
T o 8-1  W orld Series V ictory
AFTER THE GAME
Try
Gump’s
PORK CHOP SANDWICH 
TEXAS BURGER 
SHAKES, FOUNTAIN DRINKS 
—on the 93 Strip—
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Charlie H orses ]
Horse Sense
Since this is the first Friday Kaimin of the school year, I 
hereby begin a weekly feature—football predictions. With luck, 
the grace of the gods and the other intangibles, I may even 
surpass the vaunted .500 mark.
Saturday’s winners (and losers) are as follows:
Montana over Utah State; The word is out that the Aggies 
are expecting an easy game. It won’t be.
West Texas State over Montana State; Again this week the 
Bobcats are playing a bit out of their class.
Weber State over Boise; The Wildcats should win big. 
Pacific over Idaho; A possible upset here, but Idaho’s aerial 
game can only go so far.
Purdue over Northwestern; The keyed up Boilermakers 
should maintain their No. 1 ranking.
Notre Dame over Iowa; After last week’s loss, the Irish 
should clobber Iowa.
Southern California over Miami; O. J. should have another 
great day.
UCLA over Syracuse; The Bruins are strong but question­
able at quarterback.
Army over Missouri; After losing to Vanderbilt last week, 
the Cadets should mount an escalated attack.
Oregon State over Washington; The Husky Way, we hope, 
.won’t prevail.
Stanford over Air Force; In Jim Plunkett the Indians have 
their first good quarterback since John Brodie.
Penn State over West Virginia; The Lions are loaded.
The rest:
Tennessee over Rice. Georgia over South Carolina. Clemson 
•over Georgia Tech. Alabama over Mississippi. UTEP over Ari­
zona. Arizona State over Wyoming.
Arkansas over Texas Christian. Louisiana State over Baylor. 
California over San Jose State. Colorado over Iowa State. Texas 
Tech over Colorado State.
Florida State over Texas A&M. Florida over Mississippi 
State. Indiana over Illinois. Kansas over New Mexico. Duke 
over Maryland.
Michigan State over Wisconsin. Michigan over Navy. Ohio 
State over Oregon. Texas over Oklahoma State. Washington 
State over Utah.
Grizzly Runners to Compete 
In 5-School Invitational Meet
The defending Big Sky Confer­
ence cross country champions, the 
Montana Grizzlies, will seek their 
second win of the season in Che­
ney, Wash., Saturday at the East­
ern Washington State College In­
vitational.
Besides Montana and the host 
team, Whitworth College, Whitman 
College and Central Washington 
State College are entered in the 
meet.
UM coach Harley Lewis said 
Central Washington will offer the 
toughest competition in the meet. 
“They have a couple of real fine 
three-milers in their track pro­
gram,” he said. “I think we’ll have 
to go in as underdogs, at least to 
Central.”
Lewis said he hadn’t picked the 
Grizzly traveling squad yet. Vying 
for the seven positions are Wade 
Jacobsen, Ray Velez, Howard 
Johnson, Pat Duncan, Mick Har­
rington, Tim O’Hare, Laurie Dun­
lop, Steve Linse and Ray Ballew.
.Jacobsen, a sophomore from 
Simms, won first place in UM’s 
opening meet in Billings Saturday, 
as Montana tallied 31 points, East­
ern Montana College 41, Kearney 
State 50 and Rocky Mountain 108.
COLLECTION
$16.95 Unlined 
$19.95 Shearling Lined
CONVERSE
Tennis Shoes
University of Montana Cubs Football Schedule 
★  ★  ★
Oct. 18, Montana State University------------------------ ----------------- at Bozeman
★  ★  ★
Nov. 1, Idaho State University_______________________________ at Missoula
★  ★  ★
Nov. 8, University of Idaho_________________________________ at Moscow
O gg’s COLLEGIATECLASSIC
OGG
S H O E  ''C O
236 NORTH HIGGINS OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 9 P.M.
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UM STUDENTS RETURNED this week to find a cobblestone walkway. Additions to the Oval were 
flowers and roadways sprouting from the once- made by the UM Physical Plant department.—
grassy Oval. The asphalt paths will be covered with Staff photo by Bill Anderson.
Black History: A Hard Look
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
W. E. B. DuBois, LeRoi Jones 
and Malcolm X are being read 
along with William Faulkner, 
Erich Fromm and Paul Samuelson 
In classrooms across the country 
this fall, as colleges and universi­
ties integrate their curriculum as 
well as their campuses.
Ever since last spring and the 
uproars in many schools following 
the assassination of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, professors and ad­
ministrators at countless institu­
tions have organized courses and 
even departments in Afro-Ameri­
can Studies.
STUDENT PRESSURE 
Much of their activity is directly 
traceable to pressure last spring 
from student groups who felt that 
in presenting only white American 
history and sociology and litera­
ture, colleges were ignoring or 
downplaying an important facet of 
the nation’s culture.
Previous study of black civiliza­
tion had been limited almost en­
tirely to the history of geography 
of Africa. Now, students wanted to 
learn about the Negro in America 
—his history and his contributions 
to their society, his political and 
intellectual evolution from slave 
into militant.
Most of the courses in black 
studies deal with Negro literature 
(writers like LeRoi Jones, James 
Baldwin), Negro American history 
(on which DuBois and historian 
Staughton Lynd have written), and 
music and folklore. Also common 
are courses on poverty, race rela­
tions and other sociology courses.
EXPANDING CURRICULA
Even schools who enroll sub­
stantial numbers of black students 
are expanding their black curric­
ula. Many of them are adding 
Swahili to their language courses; 
universities in-New York City and 
Chicago have done the same. 
Northwestern University offers 
courses in four African languages.
-Under pressure from sociology 
students, many universities which 
formerly sent students into nearby 
cities to work in housing projects 
or voter registration as part of 
other courses are now giving 
credit for “field work” in ghetto 
neighborhoods.
In schools which so far have not 
established courses or decided to 
give credit for existing community 
action programs, students and pro­
fessors have set up their own non- 
credit or “free university” courses 
in black history and literature or 
“soul music.”
Why the sudden furor over black 
studies? Many educators, as well 
as students, have been accused of 
neglecting black students and black 
culture in their curriculum plans; 
students have felt guilty about the 
common exclusion of blacks from 
intellectual credibility. Most aca­
demicians now have expressed the 
need for learning more about the 
cultures that function within the 
larger one of WASP and Irish- 
Catholic America.
AFRICAN STUDIES 
At Cornell, which is contem­
plating an undergraduate major 
and a graduate field in African 
Studies in addition to its new 
courses, graduate student Paul Du­
Bois, in an ad hoc committee re­
port, told the university:
“Obviously, change will neither 
be easy or immediate; the potential 
contribution of the program can 
only be realized after careful con­
sideration is given to its precise 
structure and content. Yet, the 
need for care and precision must 
not be used as an excuse for in­
action and delay.
“The University must soon con­
front its social responsibilities or 
its primary contribution will have 
been to the disintegration of its 
own and the larger society.”
UM Gets Look at rBlack Crisis9
The “Black crisis” is brought 
home to UM students this quar­
ter with “The Search for Iden­
tity” course recently added to the 
University curriculum.
Its instructor, the Rev. Ulysses 
Doss, is teaching two sections of 
Afro-American culture to about 
120 students registered for the 
course.
Wednesday evening sess i ons  
have also been added to Mr. Doss’ 
teaching load. More than 100 Mis­
soula residents have attended this 
section, offered through the Office 
of Continuing Education.
Welcome U of M 
Students—
Helen is giving a
10% DISCOUNT
to University Students on 
all stretch fabrics in the 
store.
Stretch ’n Sew
Lessons Available
HELEN’S 
MILL ENDS
614 South Higgins
Winter quarter Mr. Doss will 
lead a course in Black Power. He 
said it will be a historical analysis 
of segregation and an explanation 
of how the protest of Black Ameri­
ca became an expression of Black 
Power.
The Arts as Soul is the subject
for spring quarter’s courses in the 
Afro-American history sequence. 
Mr. Doss said he plans to discuss 
what “soul” means in the context 
of Black Americans. The class will 
trace Black music from early 
chants to modern jazz and will 
discuss Negro literature.
Brier New Dean of J-School
Warren J. Brier, new dean of 
the UM School of Journalism, says 
he came to the school in 1962 be­
cause he was impressed with its 
exceptional record.
Mr. Brier assumed his new job 
July 1, replacing Nathan B. Blum- 
berg, who resigned as dean in Jan­
uary. Mr. Brier took over the ad­
ministrative duties of the school 
and serves as a representative of 
the journalism school on the ad­
visory council to UM President 
Robert Pantzer.
After receiving his bachelor of 
arts degree in journalism from the 
University of Washington in 1953, 
Mr. Brier earned his master’s from 
Columbia University in 1954 and 
his doctorate from the State
University of Iowa in 1957.
Before coming to Montana in 
1962, Mr. Brier taught at the Uni­
versity of Southern California for 
two years. While teaching there 
he worked for the Los Angeles 
Bureau of the Associated Press at 
night. He also taught at San Diego 
State College for one year.
Mr. Brier also has worked for 
the Seattle and Helena AP bu­
reaus. Before his teaching career, 
he worked for the Seattle Times 
as copyreader and the Seattle 
Post Intelligencer as a reporter. 
Mr. Brier also served two years in 
the U.S. Air Force.
Mr. Brier and his wife, Genie, 
have two daughters, Lynn, 12, and 
Karin, 7.
MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
GROOMS THE PERFECT BEAUTY
Give us one hour and we’ll 
awaken your skin with our 
THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY 
for complete complexion care 
It’s FREE today at
Merle Norman Cosemtic Studio
TAKE SOME HOME...
y k w w j k m e i
Always Fresh
WESTERN PHARMACY
Opposite the Post Office
Welcome to
New Students & Old Grads
Ladies’ Ready-to-wear and Sportswear
SIS UNIVERSITY
just % block off campus
SATURDAY
Don’t miss the pre-game festivities! 
ALL FOR JUST $1
SUNDAY
(no age limit)
Special Dinner Prices
All you can eat for $1
Bonus
MERRILEE RUSH
and the Turnabouts—Sunday Night only 
Hit Records—
“Angel of the Morning”
“Not That Kind of Woman”
CORNER RYMAN ft 
WEST BROADWAY
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Your Friendly Homeowned Shoe Store
FANFARES
S e e n  in  S E V E N T E E N
543-8422
LOLLY
Brown Pattened 
Black Pattened 
Grey Pattened 
Gold Pattened 
Blue Pattened 
Black Leather 
$10.99
MARILYN
Black Pattened 
Grey Leather 
Black Leather 
Blue Leather
$9.99
108 West Main 
(Just off Higgins) 
Missoula, Mont.
TONEY
Black Pattened Leather 
Brown Pattened Leather
$9.99
COUNTY
SEAT
Gold Leather 
Brown Leather
$10.99
SIRE
Brown Suede 
Black Suede 
Orange Suede 
Blue Suede 
Green Suede 
$11.99
FIRST DOWN
Brass Wax 
Hayride Suede
$9.99
T he F risky Y oung F ash ionables. . .
the now CBmp̂ .
■  ■  UB u w  HOB NOB #
Antique Gold 4
Cordo Leather ——
$9.99 I
ravena
Gold Leather 
“«>wn Leather 
Green Leather 
$10.99
Seen in Mademoiselle
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NASA A stronaut W ill Speak 
At UM T heater W ednesday
NASA Astronaut Maj. Joe H. outstanding young officer of 1964.
Engle, a lunar-module pilot, is 
scheduled to speak Wednesday at 
8 p.m. in the University Theatre.
Maj. Engle, 36, was one of 19 
astronauts selected by the Nation­
al Aeronautics and Space Adminis­
tration in 1966 for participation in 
the U. S. space flight program.
From 1963-66, he was an aero­
space flight test pilot in the X15 
research program at Edwards Air 
Force Base, Calif. As an XI5 pi­
lot, he received the Air Force As­
tronaut Wings and the Distin­
guished Flying Cross. The Air 
Force Association named him the
Debated Essay 
Is No Problem 
At U of Oregon
Other than a few inquiries, the 
“Student As Nigger” essay current­
ly in debate at UM has caused lit­
tle concern at the University of 
Oregon campus at Eugene.
The essay was included in ma­
terials which the Associated Stu­
dents of the University of Oregon 
supplied to students conducting 
orientation sessions with incoming 
freshmen, according to the Oregon 
Daily Emerald.
At a press conference last week, 
ASUO President Dock Jones ex­
plained that the discussion leaders 
were not required to pass out the 
article and some did not, the Emer­
ald said.
The article was not intended to 
be “inflammatory” nor was it in­
tended to turn students against the 
faculty, Jones said. (“Nigger” hints 
at student uprisings as a means of 
gaining a voice in the university.)
Jones said he believed it was a 
function of student government to 
break down “the relationship of 
authoritarianism to build a com­
munity feeling and demonstrate 
that students are a viable force in 
the university community.”
Jones added he thought the essay 
had application to the University. 
He said he felt that in the class­
room the student-faculty relation­
ship at the University (of Oregon) 
was “one-sided.”
Charles Duncan, UO Dean of 
Faculties, said he was aware of 
“very few” complaints about the 
article by faculty and that he did 
not consider the matter to be a 
serious problem.
CLASSIFIED ADS
Each line (5 words average) 
first Insertion __'------------ - 20#
Each consecutive Insertion— - 10#
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding 
publication
No advertising will be accepted from 
agencies known to discriminate on 
grounds of race or national origin.
PHONE 243-4932
1. LOST AND FOUND
6. TYPING
TYPING, 549-6602,
9. WORK WANTED
21. FOR SALE
22. FOR RENT
Changes Made 
In UM Library
Concerning U
In 1964, the U.S. Junior Cham­
ber of Commerce selected Engle as 
one of the 10 outstanding young 
men in America. The American 
Institute of Aeronautics and As­
tronautics presented him with the 
Lawrence Sperry Award for ex­
perimental research in aerody­
namics in 1966.
Engle has served with the 474th 
Fighter Day Squadron and the 
809th Tactical Fighter Squadron 
at George Air Force Base, Calif. 
He also has been stationed at bases 
in Spain, Italy and Denmark.
The astronaut is being trained 
to pilot the 2TV-1 spacecraft in 
future manned space flights.
Engle will hold a press confer­
ence at the UM journalism school 
at 2 p.m. Wednesday. At 9 a.m. 
Thursday he will meet with stu­
dents in the journalism school li­
brary.
The speech is sponsored by the 
UM School -of Journalism and the 
UM Public Exercise Comittee.
Engle’s appearance will precede 
the scheduled Apollo 7 orbital mis­
sion by three days.
•  Traffic regulations apply to 
anyone registered or working at 
UM if they drive a car on campus.
A car must be registered and 
must be parked in the lots desig­
nated on the decal. The car must 
be'within the boundaries of the 
parking space and be headed into 
the space, according to traffic reg­
ulations.
A car shall not be parked so as 
to constitute a hazard or to inter­
fere with university operations, 
and it should not be parked in 
service drives, loading zones or 
within ten feet of crosswalks or 
twenty feet of intersections.
•  The Debate and Oratory As­
sociation will meet Monday at 4 
p.m. in LA 338 to witness a prac-
Students may have to ask their 
way around the library for awhile 
this quarter. It has been changed 
and books rearranged.
Earle Thompson, dean of library 
services, said it will be important 
for students to use the card cata­
log and ask directions or check the 
posted directories. He said help 
is available for bewildered stu­
dents at the new information desk, 
the main desk, or from staff mem­
bers on each floor.
“The changes have been made 
for more effective utilization of 
the space we have in a non-func­
tional building,” Dean Thompson 
said.
Books have been rearranged for 
more logical sequence of material 
and the reference and documents 
have been put together on the sec­
ond floor. State documents are now 
with the Montana collection.
Changes in check-out desk and 
procedures include no turnstile, 
although students will be checked 
by a person at the door. A separate 
desk for reserved books will be in 
the former M Room.
Dean Thompson said the univer­
sity will be seeking an appropri­
ation from the 1969 legislature for 
a new library building to be 
erected on the Domblaser Field. 
He said this will be the first phase 
of a two phase building program 
for the library from special legisla­
tive appropriations. The second 
half funds will be sought from the 
succeeding legislature.
Wallace Chooses LeMay 
For His Running Mate
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Former 
Air Force Chief of Staff Curtis E. 
LeMay joined George C. Wallace 
as his vice presidential candidate 
Thursday and urged more military 
pressure on North Vietnam.
Attacking what he said was an 
American policy of “no will to 
win,” the famous flying general of 
World War II said he, too, would 
rather talk than fight.
But, he said, “When you get in 
it, get in it with both feet, and get 
it over with as soon as you can.”
“I think there are many cases 
when it would be most efficient 
to use nuclear weapons,” said 
LeMay.
tice debate on the 1968 college de­
bate topic, “Resolved: That Execu­
tive Control of United States For­
eign Policy Should Be Significant­
ly Curtailed.”
•  Classes began Sept. 25 for 
133 UM law students, a decrease in 
enrollment from 136 last year, ac­
cording to Dean Robert Sullivan.
Dean Sullivan said severel mem­
bers of the junior class were 
drafted during the summer.
•  The Sentinel, the UM year­
book for 1967-68, will be avail­
able on November 1, according to 
Ann Fellows, editor.
•  All items for the Concerning 
U and Calling U columns can be 
placed by calling 4401 or 4732 and 
must be turned in by noon of the 
day proceeding publication. Con­
cerning U items will be run one 
time only.
•  The Business Administration 
Wives Club is having a fall tea 
Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. at the home of 
Mrs. Hubert Brueninger at 625 
Hastings. For information or
transportation call Mrs. Patty* 
Dwight at 549-7672 or Mrs. Ron­
ald Ronchetto at 549-4273.
•  There will be free bus service 
from the campus to the new Dom­
blaser Field tomorrow for the UM- 
Utah State football game. The 
buses will leave at noon, 12:30 and 
1 pm. from Arthur Avenue in 
front of the Lodge. The buses will 
load at the northwest comer of the 
stadium after the game.
$Aaail
is the spot for
FORMAL FABRICS
USE QUALITY FABRICS
CALLING V from
Next Week
Silvertip Skydiver training ses­
sion meeting Wed., 7 pm., J-306.
I GRACE’S FABRIC SHOPS
Florence Hotel Building and Holiday Village - | i
CITY CENTER BARBER SHOP
In a Gay 90’s atmosphere (complete with spittoon) we 
have THREE FULL-TIME BARBERS who’ll cut your 
hair any way you like. We specialize in razor cuts, hair 
styling.
Have you always wanted a MOUSTACHE 
but never wanted to grow one?
Come see our wide selection of human-hair 
moustaches, sideburns and beards.
104 E. MAIN downstairs in the
549-0249 First Federal Savings Building
LOST: If anyone found a black and 
brown checked coat at the Beanie 
Bounce please return it to Lodge Desk.
l-2 c
LOST: Navy blue beret in LA Build­
ing. Contact Marilyn Miller, 429 E. 
Pine,________________________ 2-2c
LOST: Brown .wallet in LA. Building 
or Lodge. Reward offered. 728-4645. 
Urgent.______________________ 2-2c
TYPING, experienced, free pick-up and  
delivery. 543-5804.______________ l-6c
BABYSITTING Job wanted. My chil- 
dren can keep yours company. 728- 
2924.________________________________ 1-3C
WINTER SKIRTS AND SWEATERS. 
size s 9 an d  11, lik e  n ew . 728-4845. l-4 c
1955 F-100 FORD Panel V-6, good con­
dition. 8300. Call 549-0690.______ l-4c
'63 MERCURY 4-Door, excellent condl- 
tlon. Call Sue, 243-4219.________l-4c
BRAND NEW 350 HONDA SCRAM­
BLER. Owner left for service. 549-1371.
___l-4c
*66 TRIUMPH CYCLE 500 C.C ., mint 
condition. See owner at 161 Aber or call 
243-2083, evenings.______________2-5c
1968 SS396 Chevelle, 7800 miles. Loaded 
with options. $4500 new. Best offer, 206 
Elrod, 243-4147.________________ 2-4c
GARAGE FOR RENT at 1110 Ronald 
Avenue. Inquire after 5:15 pan. l-2c
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Come to Hermes’ Holiday Drive-In
HOME OF THE STUDENT SPECIALS!
Missoula’s largest and most complete menu of Mexican Foods
Your favorite Tacos and Burritos
•  Large variety of burgers
•  Sea food dinners—shrimp, fish and 
chips, shrimp burgers, fishwich.
•  Hickory Smoked foot longs
•  Big pork loin sandwich
Home of the Bigger-Better 19 center
HERMES’ DRIVE-IN
HWY. 93 SO. HOLIDAY VILLAGE 
549-5711
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A UM FRESHMAN DRAWING CLASS takes a hard look at Main 
Hall as classes opened Monday for more than 6,000 new and re­
turning students.—Staff Photos by Bill Anderson.
THE UM MARCHING BAND prepares for Homecoming week­
end in an out-of-uniform. practice session north of the Field 
House.
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Attention Hunters!
W ELCOME BACK
Pick Up All Your
Wild Game Automotive Supplies
Processing
• STUDENTS At
Locker Beef 
• •  We Have Added Another Delivery Unit 3HNCOFF
Fish Smoked 
• to Give You Better Service! IGNITION AND MOTOR PARTS
Lockers Available
FREE DELIVERY!
Overnight Delivery on
Always FREE COFFEE 
AND DONUTS Foreign Car Parts—All Makes
BROOKS STREET H O W ARD’S PIZZA DELCO — AUTOLITE — AC
LOCKERS 1947 SOUTH AVE. W. 1200 WEST KENT
(Behind Eddy’s Bakery) 
23014 Brooks 543-5280 
---
542-2011 Next to Trempers Shopping Center
Nude Coeds Dance9 Tinker Bell Dies 
In College Production Rated Obscene
By Associated Press
MADISON, Wis. — Dist. Atty. 
James Boll said Wednesday he 
would charge two curvy coeds who 
danced nude in a campus version 
of Peter Pan with obscenity—if he 
can find out who they are.
He said he would charge student 
producer Stuart Gordon as well.
The prosecutor asked University 
of Wisconsin police to obtain 
names of the girls who defied Boll’s 
orders and took part in the out­
lawed production Tuesday night.
Despite capacity crowds of more 
than 500. at each of two perform­
ances, identification posed a prob­
lem. Part of the problem may have 
been the fact that as many as six 
girls took part in the play in its 
initial performances a week ago.
But the audiences, whatever 
their motivation, gave Gordon, a 
senior drama student from Chicago
and director of the controversial 
production, and his cast standing 
ovations Tuesday night after the 
shows went on. A few hours ear­
lier Boll said anyone performing 
nude would be subject to prosecu­
tion.
Wisconsin’s anti-obscenity law 
carries maximum penalties, upon 
convictions, of a $5,000 fine and 
five years imprisonment.
“Community standards,” Boll 
said, “do not permit girls to dance 
nude before an audience.”
He also observed that the play as 
put on by Gordon “has changed 
radically from when I first read it 
as a boy.”
In its present version, the vil­
lains are policemen. Tinker Bell 
dies and Peter Pan, in what appar­
ently suggests a fate worse than 
death, is forced ta grow up and 
become an adult.
According to the producer, the 
dance depicts the innocent creation 
of Never Never land, with the 
girls, costumed only in flickering 
psychedelic lights, on stage for 
about 10 minutes while a smoke 
machine adds to the misty effecf.
“I really believe in the play,” 
said a shapely blonde who was one 
of the original performers, but who 
withdrew because, she said, “ 1 
don’t want to risk getting ex­
pelled.”
“Were not like a cast any more,” 
said another performer who has 
stayed with the company. “We’re 
more like survivors.”
Boll’s reaction was anticipated. 
At each of the outlaw perform­
ances, moved from the original the­
ater to another university meet­
ing room, collections were taken 
up for bail money.
NOW OPEN FOR ALL YOUR SKIING 
AND ATHLETIC SUPPLIES . . .
Catering to 17. of M. Students
BICYCLES AND PEDESTRIANS mix again before towering Main 
Hall during the first hectic week of classes for more than 6,000 UM 
students.—Staff Photo by Bill Anderson.
EIDELWEISS s k i  s h o p
MONTANA SPORTS CO.
2201 S. Higgins (next to Golden Horn Theater) 
549-6611
Closed, O pen H unting Areas 
Nam ed for Fall M arksm en
HELENA (AP) — The Montana 
Fish and Game Commission called 
attention this week to waterfowl 
hunting regulations.
Director Frank Dunkle said sea­
sonal limits of six geese per hunt­
er applied to Canadian geese taken 
in Lake, Sanders, Mineral, Mis­
soula and Ravalli counties.
General bag regulations for the 
Pacific Flyway portion of Montana 
allow a daily and possession limit 
of six geese, including no more 
than two Canadian geese and no 
more than one Ross’s goose.
Dunkle said these limits apply 
in the five counties in addition to 
the seasonal goose limit.
General shooting hours for wa­
terfowl begin one-half hour be­
fore sunrise, he added, but they 
end at sunset.
Exceptions are noon closure in 
Teton County for goose hunting 
and a special drake mallard sea­
son in the Central Fly way Dec. 14- 
Jan. 5 . with hours from sunrise to 
sunset.
Dunkle also reported a noon 
opening has been set for Nov. 2 
for the pheasant season. Other reg­
ulations will be set when the com­
mission meets in Helena Oct. 8.
Featuring-
Fischer, Yamaha Skis
Humanic Rieker, Dyna-Quiek Boats
P. K. and Scott Poles and all major bindings
Sporstcaster, Eidelweiss, Hauser Montant, Vogg, Beconta,
Stampe, Iceland Skiware
Wilson Football, Basketball, Handball anad Tennis Equip­
ment
Converse Tennis Shoes and all training supplies 
Camping and Mountaineering Equipment for sale or rent
. Local Closures
He also listed several local clos­
ures:
—Beaverhead, Ga l l a t i n  and 
Madison counties were closed to 
hunting of snow, blue or Ross’ 
geese.
—A portion of Freezout Lake 
Waterfowl Development area in 
Teton and an Anaeonda Co. pond 
near Warm Springs are closed to 
all waterfowl hunting.
—The southern half of Lake 
Helena in Lewis and Clark Coun­
ty and a portion of Fresno Reser­
voir in Hill County are closed to 
all waterfowl bunting.
—The Bureau of Reclamation 
Regulating Reservoir in the Hel­
ena Valley also is closed.
The Osterbauer Reservoir in Hill 
County, Pishkun Reservoir in Te­
ton County and Willow Creek Res­
ervoir in Lewis and Clark County 
also are closed.
Other closures include Fish and 
Game Management Area No. 8 
near Nelson Reservoir at Malta, 
McLuaren Reservoir Waterfowl 
Closure in Baline County, North 
Chin&ok Reservoir in Blaine Coun­
ty, and Yellowstone River Closed 
Area in Rosebud and Treasure 
counties.
Shooting Hours
Dunkle also advised hunters to 
note legal shooting hours. He said 
general shooting hours for big 
game, grouse and partridge are 
from one-half hour before sun­
rise to one-half hour after sun­
set.
PROFILE 
OF A 
GROWING
S uper A m e r i c a
STATION . . . Meet Our Crew . . . Here To Serve You!
GARY GRESTH 
Senior 
Coaching 
(Manager)
RICK NELSON 
Senior
Physical Therapy
.i p
DAVE ECCELSTON 
Graduate 
Anthropology
CLIFF CHRISTIAN 
Senior 
History
DAN DeBAR 
Sophomore 
Accounting
WE GIVE DOUBLE STAMPS TO STUDENTS
CHECK OUR PRICES:
S. A. Antifreeze . . . . . . .  $1.17
Prestone...................... ...  $1.57
Carry Out Oil . . . .  24c to 49c/qt.
OPEN 24 HOURS 
1701 Brooks
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University Recruiting Reformed 
By Madison Avenue Computer
— By College Press Service
In the wake of hundreds of pro­
tests of campus recruiting by the 
CIA and the Dow Chemical Com­
pany last year, many students and 
campus groups began asking them­
selves what could be done about 
the process of campus recruiting 
itself. Many students thought some 
groups should be barred from the 
campus because of their participat­
ing in the war in Vietnam and the 
government. Others said students 
should be given control of place­
ment bureaus and make policy for 
them. Many thought the university 
should not be an employment 
agency at all, and recruiting should 
be done independently. To the ac­
tivists, placement * bureaus were 
wasted administrative baggage, 
even consciously evil.
To the average graduating stu­
dent, the placement bureau is a 
place he goes to fill out a form, 
pay his $5 or $10 fee and sign up 
for interviews with companies who 
all sound alike to him. He goes to 
maybe three interviews during the 
fall, misses some companies* visits 
by not looking at the announce­
ment board, can’t see some because 
he has exams that day, can’t see 
others because their schedules are 
full. When one of his three inter­
viewers follows up with a job of­
fer, he accepts with great relief 
that his career plahs are made.
The result of that process on 
hundreds of college campuses? A 
job turnover rate that in many 
businesses approaches 40 per cent 
because of the dissatisfaction of 
employees who took a job not 
knowing what to expect. A recruit­
ing disadvantage for those com­
panies without enough money to 
recruit all over the country. Most­
ly, the failure of students to find 
jobs they like and that satisfy 
their growing need for creative 
work.
The chancy, sometimes inequit­
able and notably inefficient way 
present college recruiting operates 
frustrates both the students who 
are looking for jobs which will give 
them a chance to be more than cogs 
in an industrial machine, and in­
dustries and business, which this 
year will offer more than a million 
jobs to a college market of some 
900,000 graduates.
Often, however, they are bound 
in antiquated procedure by a third 
party in the recruitment game— 
the college placement director. It 
is the placement director who de­
cides when recruiters from differ­
ent companies will be scheduled 
on their campuses; it is he who 
often counsels the student on what 
kind of job he is most likely to get, 
and who sometimes honestly feel 
that students are not capable of 
knowing what job is best for them 
and need official guidance to make 
these decisions.
A group of bright young men, 
all recently students, operating in 
a Madison Avenue office, think 
they have the answer for recruit­
ing—using a computer as a central 
information agency to match a 
large number of college students
HEKE A<aA)HlT
Welcome
Students
Next to Wilma Theater
with a large number of prospective 
employers.
They have formed a corporation, 
called Re-Con (a shortening . of 
“reconnaissance”), which will for 
the first time this fall involve sev­
eral hundred companies and thou­
sands' of students In a sophisti­
cated matching process which, ac­
cording to the men running it, will 
place applicants in jobs they prob­
ably won’t want to leave after a 
year, and will give small com­
panies a new advantage in com­
peting for college graduates.
Representatives on 500 college 
and university campuses (includ­
ing the 400-odd National Student 
Association member schools) will 
(distribute special questionnaires 
to business and engineering stu­
dents. These questionnaires ask the 
student to write his own subjec­
tive resume and to list his prefer­
ences for type of employment, geo­
graphical location (which Re-Con 
thinks is for many students the 
most important factor), and edu­
cational background and interests.
At the same time, businesses and 
industries looking for management 
personnel will file their job spe­
cifications with Re-Con. They pay 
for the service on a sliding rate 
scale varying with the number of 
applicants they are looking for and 
whether they want data on stu­
dents in only one school, one state 
or across the country.
After the computer has taken in 
all the employers and all the stu­
dents’ information in late Octo­
ber, the companies will be given 
the names of all the students who 
fit most closely with their require­
ments. Then the companies will 
contact those individuals and set 
up a meeting.
According to Ed Beagan, a grad­
uate of New York University’s New 
School and the main energy force 
behind Re-Con, the importance of 
the system is that it “puts the stu­
dent in the driver’s seat through 
the whole recruiting process—not 
the company and not the place­
ment director.” The service is, first 
of all, free to students— there is no 
charge to them for the processing 
of their questionaires. The cost of 
the operation is borne by the fees 
companies pay for the service. 
Then all the student has to do is 
sit back and wait for the com­
panies to come to him—there’s no 
signing up for Interviews, no am­
bivalence about the company’s 
qualifications. When a firm calls a 
student and wants to see him, he 
knows that firm matched his spe­
cifications as well as he matched 
theirs. Even so, he is not obligated 
to talk with any company, and the 
terms are his.
The process’ other advantage, 
Beagan says, is that it “applies 
modern technology to a compli­
cated process that’s been carried on 
by horse - and - buggy methods.” 
Computer data banking means stu­
dents can be exposed to jobs they 
might otherwise have ignored, and 
firms without resources to send 
recruiters to many campuses will 
be able to extend their recruiting 
to students they would otherwise 
have missed.
Predictably, the corporation’s ac­
tivities are meeting with opposi­
tion from college placement di­
rectors, who are fearful of en­
croachment on their power and 
even fearful of computer technolo­
gy. A few of them, who operate as 
miniature dictators on their cam­
puses — outlawing any corres­
pondence between employers and 
students which doesn’t go through 
them, have threatened companies 
that if they participate in “com­
puterized placement” they will be 
banned from the campuses. Such 
threats pose a danger to Re-Con’s 
successful operation; they may in­
timidate students into a choice be­
tween the two methods — com­
puter and conventional — rather 
than the chance to use them both.
The system also has its own 
shortcomings for large numbers of 
students. Of the four areas stu­
dents follow — the professions, 
teaching, the arts, and business-in­
dustry, Re-Con is geared only to 
business-industry, with a small 
service for prospective teachers. 
This limits the students who can 
participate largely to graduates of 
business and engineering schools. 
The Re-Con people, however, hope 
if all goes well to be able to extend 
their service to these areas in a 
few years. “Someday,” they say, 
“we’ll even be able to find a part- 
time job for a guy working on his 
PhJD. in sociology at the Univer­
sity of Chicago.”
Now Through Saturday!
“..‘.THE FEMALE..Makes I, A W O M A N  
Look Like M A R Y P O PP IN S .’ ”ilEW YORK DAILY NEWS
l /  WS* f ie/mxjuL&
SEVENTY TIMES SEVEN
ADULTS ONLY: Minimum Age 18. Policy Strictly .Enforced.
OPEN 6:45 P.M. 
Shorts at 7:00-9:00 
“Female” at 7:30-9:30 R O X Y
A T T E N T I O N
Freshmen, Transfer Students, 
Upperclassmen
For those of you who do not know . • • 
The DAISY is the place to go!
Home of Villager, Ladybug, Country Set, Garland, 
Young Edwardian, Glen of Michigan, »• 
Youth Guild
Stop in and get acquainted
Charge & Lay-Away 
Accounts Invited
«A9LML VMAR •  I 
UNDER THE WILMA 
MARQUEE
downtown
uptown
where it’s 
at
utm H0f?ji
201 1  SO. MICCINS |9
JL
University
MMHflMMfSMM  
DERM MHKTIM 
osMAITHElM.
THE .
r m b u s h e r s
M M  M S I ta n in tmTKHMCOLOR gg O
r x  S I D N E Y  
^ P O I T I E R  
‘T O  S I R ,  W IT H  «g|
' rKf3~ ' LOVÊ TECHNICdLOW 
—TIMES—
Ambushers _____  7:15 pjn.
Sir  :------------ 9:00 pan.
NOW  THROUGH TUESDAY!
Charlie Salt and Christopher Pepper held the 
fate of the world m their hands-and dropped it!
CHRiSlAW -TRACE-MARK*
SAMMY J5
n v i s j r m i A w n n
■H ff lJ p P E P P R ’
MICHAEL8ATES M i C H A a P E K  foduced br MILTON EBBINS
o«*ded bj R IC H A R D  D O N N E R  M e  by JOHN DANKWORTH COLOR b y  D e lu x e
A CHRIS-MARK PRODUCTIONS LIMITED PICTURE United Artists
SHOW TIMES:
Today, Mon., Tues.:
Shorts at 7:00-9:20, 
Feature at 7:30-9:45. 
Saturday: Feature at 5:10- 
7:30-9:45; Shorts at 
7:00-9:20. Sunday Feature at 
12:30-2:50-5:10-7:30-9:45; 
Shorts at 12:00-2:20-4:40-7:00-9:20.
E X T R A !
Travel Featurette: 
"Mirrors of Spain’*
New Pink Panther Cartoon: 
“Pinto Pink”
Showplace of Montana
W I L M A
Phone 543-7341
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Nuclear Explosion Is First 
Experiment in Peaceful Use
Project Gasbuggy is the first 
joint industry-government experi­
ment in the use of a nuclear 
explosive for peaceful purposes. It 
involves detonation of a nuclear 
device deep underground in a gas­
bearing formation of low perme­
ability, and evaluation of the re­
sults. The device was detonated on 
December 10,1967, in northwestern 
New Mexico.
Plans to begin further testing of 
the Project Gasbuggy GB-E well 
(the device emplacement hole) 
were announced recently by El 
Paso Natural Gas Company, the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 
and the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The 
tests are currently scheduled to be­
gin November 1.
The tests will consist of three 
30-day periods of flow over a four- 
month period, during whi ch 
natural gas will be withdrawn at 
rates necessary to maintain a pre­
selected bottomhole pressure. A 
different pressure will be chosen 
for each 30-day period.
Object of these tests is to mea­
sure the rate of influx of gas into 
the blast-created chimney from the 
surrounding formation. Informa­
tion obtained from these tests will 
be taken into acocunt in develop­
ing an additional production test 
of about six months’ duration.
In addition to the 30-day tests, a 
previously producing well 435 feet 
northwest of GB-B will be re­
opened for use as an additional 
data collection point. The San 
Juan 29-4, Unit 10 well was drilled 
in 1956 and produced natural gas 
until it was shut in during October, 
1967. Prior to detonation of the
Project Gasbuggy nuclear device, 
the well was stemmed (filled) with 
sand, cement and drilling mud. 
Work on cleaning out thi« well, the 
San Juan 29-4, Unit 10, is sche­
duled to start about October 7.
NO PLANTS HERE 
Titan, one of the 12 moons of the 
planet Jupiter, has an atmosphere 
of pure methane gas.
MING’S
BRING YOUR DATE AND 
ENJOY A SPECIAL HOMECOMING MENU
We offer an excellent 
Selection of Chinese and American Food
TRY OUR DINNER NO. 1
Served to 2 or more persons
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MiMaaaS
Business Active 
In City Problems, 
Gardner Says
NEW YORK (AP) — Business 
is responding to urban problems 
better than most institutions in the 
opinion of John Gardner, former 
member of President Johnson’s 
Cabinet and now chairman of the 
Urban Coalition.
Gardner, who was secretary of 
the Department of Health, Educa­
tion and Welfare until March of 
this year, termed “extremely en­
couraging” the attitudes and ac­
tivities of business in helping solve 
the problems of the cities.
“I think they have outstripped 
most other segments of American 
society in their response,” he said. 
“Generally they have been more 
active than labor in the coalitions, 
and vastly more so than the uni­
versities.”
The Urban Coalition’s goal is to 
bring together community leader­
ship elements that normally do not 
collaborate, believing that stability 
depends upon coordinated rather 
than fragmented efforts by busi­
ness, labor, the black community, 
universities, the press and other 
elements.
Gardne£ said the black com­
munity has been the most active 
group in the coalitions, followed 
by business. Mayors’ offices have 
been fairly active, he said, but 
“universities have been relatively 
passive,” as have the professions.
The real problem for business, 
he said, is in the type of participa­
tion. “There is a fair amount of 
confusion,” he said.
“Some of the things they have 
been urged to do are probably silly. 
They have to learn how they can 
contribute.”
GIRLS
NEED HELP CARRYING 
THOSE BOOKS?
See my collection 
of tote bags.
Browse in one of the cutest 
gift shops you’ve ever seen.
Open Wed., Thu., FrL, Sat. 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
GRACE’S GIFTS
535 W. Sussex 543-7375
CUT THIS AD AND PASTE 
IN YOUR PHONE BOOK
D
EVERY
i WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY!
\ ___________________________ _ ___ _
LITTLE CHIEF BONUSES
GOLD STRIKE STAMPS ( c
• • • •
PO P— $ 2 .2 9  Case
Plus Deposit
ALL CREDIT CARDS
H O N O R E D  A T : LITTLE CHIEF
LITTLE CHIEF GAS »»cred'tcards
LITTLE CHIEF 
The Plaza 
MILES CITY
LITTLE CHIEF 
The Plaza 
GLENDIVE
LITTLE CHIEF 
Corner Hwy 93 
and 12 East of 
HARLOWTON
LITTLE CHIEF 
Corner Park & C 
Behind Snavely’s 
LIVINGSTON
LITTLE CHIEF 
The Gas Mart 
Highway 10 E 
BILLINGS
LITTLE CHIEF 
24th A Grand 
(Form. Inland) 
BILLINGS
LITTLE CHIEF 
1212 Grand
LITTLE CHIEF 
1501 W. Main
Buttrey's 
Shopping Center 
BILLINGS
Buttrey’s 
Shopping Center 
BOZEMAN
LITTLE CHIEF 
Tremper’s Shopping
LITTLE CHIEF 
1330 N.
LITTLE CHIEF 
2525 10th Ave.
Center—South 93 Montana South
MISSOULA HELENA GREAT FALLS
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